
 

 

 

 

 

Letters from Electron City 

by Rayn Epremian 

 

Dear Nina, 

Just checking in – I haven’t had an email from you in a while and you know how I worry. How’s 

school? 

Home’s just how you left it. 

XOXO 

Mom 

I held my breath until my lungs burned and then waited another twenty-eight seconds.  I 

surfaced gasping, my eyes bulging, at the far end of the pool and took a deep breath of chlorine-

soggy air.  Disease was unlikely, but the idea was to emulate Universe A; the only reason I could 

hold my breath longer here was I’d been practicing. 

 I was the only one in the pool – fitness wasn’t hugely popular in Electron City, since it 

was difficult to die of obesity here – so I’d selected the center lane, surrounding myself with the 

symmetry I’d turned down in my body when offered.  The lights were dim but cast soft, 

undulating shadows on the walls and ceiling across from the water I’d disturbed.  The air filtered 

blue, even when I took off my goggles. 
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 I held my fingers up to my eyes: prunes.  If anything, I’d become more aware of my body 

since giving it up.  I’d been all brain in Universe A; my body was easy to leave behind, because 

I’d never felt so connected to it in the first place.  Here, though I’d let it look the same, it seemed 

less distinct from my mind.  Not a shell or a vessel, but a simple extension.  I felt perfectly at 

home in it, in control of it.  Sometimes it amazed me how real everything felt – how my skin 

grew clammy, how my lungs burned if I stayed under too long.  The rest of the time, it was so 

real I didn’t notice. 

 The only thing that dispelled the illusion completely was the creatures.  Funny that they’d 

be born of a collective consciousness, since they rarely appeared around groups.  But as I was the 

only one at the pool, alone and therefore wont to think about my state of existence already, of 

course I had to kill four of them just to do my laps in peace.  The toothy little fuckers really 

threw a wrench in my alone time. 

 I moved over a couple of lanes while the grey goo dispersed, glad of the chlorine for once 

as it washed my sticky fingers clean.  I put my goggles back on and pushes off from the back 

wall.  Halfway across the pool, however, I stopped swimming and floated for a moment, face 

down.  There was something shimmering near the bottom of the pool.  It looked like a puddle, if 

there could be such a thing as a puddle underwater – a puddle of what?   

 I dove a little deeper and saw that it wasn’t in the water – it just wasn’t water.  But it was 

difficult to tell how far away it was, and I had a feeling I didn’t want to touch it.  I swam quickly 

to the other end of the pool and got out, shivering.  My hair dripped into what felt like icicles.   

 I rushed to the showers, but a gremlin had chewed through the piping, and the water was 

cold. 

Dear Mom, 
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It’s cold here. Do you remember cold? 

I’m starting my dissertation on these creatures we have here – they’re like tiny grey dudes with 

sharp teeth. They’re just a nuisance, but they’re real, so I figure somebody ought to research 

them. They don’t even have a name. 

Nina 

P.S. I don’t live there anymore. You can rent my old room, I won’t mind. 

 “Static,” said Ben, when I told him what I’d seen in the pool.   

 “What?” 

 “I call it that because it looks like those old-timey TVs when they weren’t plugged in or 

whatever.” 

 “Static,” I repeated.  “Yeah, I think that’s what I saw.  But was is it?” 

  Ben shrugged.  “It’s like gap, I guess.  Spaces where there’s nothing.  I think they’re 

holes in the code.” 

 “How long has this been going on?” 

 “I don’t know.  I haven’t seen any since I came to the University.  But I used to spot it 

sometimes around the edges of the City, when I was younger.”  Ben was one of the rare students 

at Electron University who had already lived in the City when he applied. He’d gone digital at 

sixteen because his parents wouldn’t cosign for his Gender Confirmation Surgery in Universe A. 

It was cheaper, and a permanent escape. If Ben’s parents ever went digital, there was no way 

they’d choose Electron City.  And digitization was, quite literally, a once-in-a-lifetime deal. 

 “Does it go away?” 

 “Not that I’ve noticed.  It’s just there.  Home sweet home, innit?” He grinned. 

 I thought for a moment.  “Do you remember any of the places you saw it before?” 
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 “The Museums.” 

 “I’ve never been.”  

Ben laughed.  “Yeah, nobody goes there anymore, though technically they’re still open.  

They’re not even staffed.  But that’s probably the place closest to the city center that I’ve seen 

the static.” 

“You have an address?” 

“How about we go together after class tomorrow?  Rule number one of Electron City: 

never go near Static alone.” 

“I have never heard that.” 

“Yeah, well, most people don’t come here for rules, do they?” 

Dear Nina, 

I always assumed it would be a perfect temperature all the time – that’s what they say about 

most of the Worlds, but I suppose Electron City predates the perfection trend – otherwise I don’t 

think of there being a temperature at all.  But that’s silly, isn’t it?  It has to be something.  Of 

course it does. 

I don’t like the sound of these creatures you mentioned. They certainly weren’t mentioned in the 

Worlds of the Web Catalogue.   

You never met your great-grandfather, he died before you were born – but your gnome creatures 

reminded me of these things he would go on about sometimes when he drank – he called them 

gremlins. He’d talk about how they caused trouble with his plane when he was in the war.   

You are taking care of yourself, aren’t you? 

XOXO 

Mom 
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 “Gremlins, huh?” 

 “The fuckers finally have a name.  As does my paper.” 

 “Let’s have it, then,” said Ben.  We were riding an old tram to the museum district. 

 “The Gremlin: From 20th Century Hallucination to Modern Physiodigital Incarnation.” 

 “You’d need a set of gremlin teeth to chew through that mouthful.”  

 “Dr. Jensen thinks it’s good.” 

 “No, they don’t.  Dr. Jensen’s been trying to get you to change your topic for months.” 

 “Yeah, well, I’m not going to.  How can I not write about the one creature that actually 

exists in Electron City?  It’s more interesting than something theoretical.” 

 “It would be more interesting if we had a better mythical creature,” Ben said, 

 “True,” I conceded.  “Or worse one.  Vampires or harpies or something. No one’s even 

heard of gremlins.” 

 “Except your mum, apparently.” 

 “Yeah, and she didn’t get it from college.” 

 “Then you can be the pioneer in gremlin research.” 

 I laughed.  “Anyway, what’s your brilliant, oh-so-digestible title?” 

“Renaissance Monsters: Rebirth and Undeath in a Time of Transition.  Catchy right?” 

There were half a dozen other passengers, including one ancient looking man with a 

glazed look.  Pain killers in Electron City were abundant and immediate; they were the main 

draw for the elderly who couldn’t afford younger bodies and more comfortable Worlds.  He 

looked like he’d been riding the tram all day. 

“You know, Electron City was still popular when I moved,” said Ben, as the tram twisted 

us away from the city center.  “Still new.  Never thought it would become…” He trailed off, 
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gesturing at the buildings around us.  The architecture ran the gamut; there was no history to 

Electron City.  The variety had no timeline; it was plopped down all at once at the whim and 

preference of the coders.  Art Deco sandwiched between Brutalism and Gothic.  Gargoyles 

marveling at rectangles and pastels.  The world of Electron City was built to be an accurate, 

realistic simulation of Universe A, but the city itself could not be confused with any other.   

“Become what?” 

“Old.”  He was right: Electron City had skipped history, but it hadn’t escaped age.  Many 

buildings were unlived in, growing derelict and dusty.  Ben shrugged. 

“But I would have done it anyway.” 

“They say you can live forever in some of the newer Worlds,” I said.  

“Yeah, and you can eat sweets forever and never take a shit,” said Ben.  I laughed. 

“That doesn’t appeal to you?” 

Ben shrugged again and smiled with one half of his mouth.  “Forever might be fun, but 

you bet your arse it’s overpriced.” 

We got off and walked up a hill to a cluster of Romanesque buildings.   

“Portraits or bones?” 

“Bones?” 

“Natural History it is,” said Ben, and led me to the columned building to our left.  We 

began to climb the white stone steps. “There.  Watch your step.” 

I looked where he was pointing.  On the stone step to my right was what looked like a 

puddle at first glance, just like at the pool – this one shimmering darkly in the overcast light of 

the day.  It hadn’t rained.  I leaned forward for a closer look. 

“Careful,” Ben cautioned from behind me, holding onto my arm. 
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The puddle was more of a hole, but it didn’t go anywhere; there was no broken stone, no 

dirt beyond it, as there should have been – the code of this World went deep.  It was as Ben said: 

it looked like the static on an ancient television set.  But without the sound – it had no sound at 

all. 

“Don’t touch it!” I didn’t realize I was extending my hand until Ben shouted.  I pulled 

back.   

“What happens if I do?” 

“Nothing happens.  Nothing happens to you ever again.” 

I looked back down at the steps and saw a gremlin crawling up. 

“Is that where they come from?” I asked suddenly. 

“The gremlins?” Ben made a doubtful face. “I don’t think anything could survive in 

there.” 

I looked at the gremlin crawling along the steps. 

“Let’s see,” I said.  And kicked it into the Static.  I nearly slipped and fell in after it but 

Ben, still holding my elbow, pulled me back. 

“Fuck, Nina!” 

“I think you were right,” I said, when I’d regained my balance. The gremlin was gone. 

Like it had never been there to begin with. We waited on the steps, but nothing emerged from the 

eerie silence. Rule number one of Electron City was warranted. 

Dear Nina, 

How is your research going?  Are you eating properly?  Is that a moot question? 
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All this mythology stuff is over my head a bit – school was never my thing – but I’m proud of you.  

The other ladies at the clinic are getting tired of listening to me talk about my daughter, the PhD 

candidate. 

XOXO 

Mom 

I went back to the Natural History Museum on my own the next week and followed a 

gremlin for some time, trying to catch it, but lost it among the mammoths.  The extinct polar 

bears and rhinoceroses winked at me from their underlit exhibits like they were in on some sad 

joke.  Stuffed animals whose children had grown up.  Myths less real, here, than gremlins.  I felt 

oddly obligated to pay attention to them.   

I wandered back in defeat through dinosaurs in fierce, triumphant stances – their bones 

assembled in poses of strength, just how we want to see them, most of their kind crushed to dust 

by a fluke in the cosmos.  Space debris, big-toothed detritus.  You are what eats you, right?  

Electron City was safe from asteroids, I was happy to remember.  

I sighed as I left the building, then stopped at the smell of paint wafting towards me.  I 

followed the scent around to the back of the museum, where I found a paint-splattered woman 

with an orange bandana around her hair. She stood surrounded by cans of spray-paint, one hand 

on her hip as she surveyed the wall. As I stepped closer, I saw the wall was covered in a mural.  

The mural was expansive and detailed, full of the same extinct creatures as in the 

Museum.  Pterosaurs in the sky.  The landscape was littered with computers and other old tech 

peeking out of sand, stone, and ocean. I watched the artist work in awe for several moments 

before she even noticed me.   

“It’s beautiful,” I said, not really to her.  But it got her attention. 
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“Thanks,” she shrugged, barely glancing at me. 

“What’s it for?”  

“It’s not for anything.  It’s a mural.”   

I’m an idiot, I thought. 

“I’m Topaz,” said the artist. 

She looked at my face for an uncomfortably thorough moment. “What’s your deal, then?  

Why’d you go digital?” 

I shifted under her gaze; it was a personal question. I glanced away and shrugged. “If you 

get into Electron University, you go.”  

She laughed.  “Academic, huh?  That’s why you didn’t change anything.”    

I looked away and shrugged again.  “I don’t know what I would change it to.”  I changed 

the subject, gestured to her painting.  “I’ve never seen anything like this in Electron City.” 

“Yeah, I started in the outskirts, but nobody seems to care so I’ve been coming more 

central lately.  Figured this place could use a makeover.”  I wondered how much of her face was 

her creation, her artistic touch.  I didn’t ask.  

“Is it legal?  I mean not that I mind, just – curious.” 

It was her turn to shrug. “Honestly, I think people assume these buildings were coded this 

way to begin with – it’s so unusual for anyone to add anything.” 

I watched her work until it was time to get back to the BiblioBank for my next seminar.  I 

paused as I was leaving. 

“I did get my teeth straightened a little,” I said.   

She didn’t look back, but she laughed. 

Dear Nina, 
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Any updates on your dissertation?  It may not be my area, but I like hearing what you’re up to. 

Not much to report from here, except work has been busy – there’s another strain of pneumonia 

going around.  At least I know you’re safe from that. 

XOXO 

Mom 

“Why didn’t she just come with you?” Ben asked, reading over my shoulder and talking 

with a lollipop in his mouth.  “She’d be safe from pneumonia, too.”  I folded the letter and tossed 

it on my desk.  

“I think the idea of going digital makes her squeamish.  And what would she do here?  

It’s not the most popular destination anymore, except for academics.” 

“That’s true.   

“Anyway, I’m not even sure she believes I’m real.  She writes things like, “You sound 

like you,” as though I’m not me, as though it’s a surprise.” 

“At least she knows what you sound like.  She knows you.”   

“You ever think about writing to your parents?” 

“Fuck no.  Never look back, makes my neck hurt.” He crunched the lollipop off its stick.  

“You though, you gonna write back?” 

I shrugged yes.  “Once I get somewhere on this paper.” 

I doodled a gremlin on the back of the letter and compared it to the 1940s wartime poster 

I had found in the BiblioBank.   

“Pretty close, aren’t they?” 

“Uncanny,” Ben agreed. 
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The BiblioBank had every document ever written uploaded to it, and we had direct access 

to it all from inside Electron City; that’s what made Electron University the best in all the 

Worlds.  I was shocked by the likeness when I unearthed the posters.  If only my drunk great-

granddad could have seen this World.  Would he be appalled or relieved?  Did he believe in his 

hallucinations?  Or had he made them up to eat the blame?  

 “I’ve been reading up on the origins of the myth,” I said, “and there are some opposing 

analyses on the first-hand accounts.  Some say the pilots were hallucinating, to explain things 

they couldn’t understand.  Others argue they were just bullshitting, scapegoating.” 

“Which was your great-granddad, do you think?” 

I shrugged.  “It was just the ramblings of a drunk old man.”  But I did wonder. Was he 

haunted by the memory of monsters, or by guilt?   

Dear Nina, 

This pneumonia strain has been bad – we’ve had a lot of cremations at the clinic.  Each one 

makes me think of yours.  But at least I know you’re alive, in a way – that’s more than these 

mothers have.   

Can you still feel that I love you? 

Mom 

 “What are those, around the edges? They’re new.” The shapes hadn’t yet been filled in, 

but they looked familiar.   

“They’re the creatures,” said Topaz. “You know, the little grey men.” 

“I call them gremlins,” I said.  She looked at me, so I added, “Apparently there’s a 

folktale about them from the 1900s.” 

“Gremlins.  I like it.” 
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“So what are they doing around the edges?” 

“They’re like chewing on the painting, you know, like how they chew holes in everything 

here.”  Topaz’s voice sounded suddenly bitter. 

“You mean the Static?” 

She nodded without turning around.  “I knew a girl who fell in one,” she said.  I didn’t 

know what to say.  I kept looking at the mural in silence, and then I saw her.  A woman’s face, 

beautiful but not symmetrical, painted as though through frosted glass.  Vanishing into Static. 

“Is that her, there?” 

Topaz nodded.  

“I put her in all my paintings.  To remember.  And to warn people.” 

“Even if I call out that fucking conspiracy though,” she added, “I bet you nobody’s going 

to arrest me.” 

“Conspiracy?” 

“Unpopular theory, sure, but I find it hard to believe we created the little shits when 

nobody around here but me even paints a fucking wall.” 

“You think someone coded them?” 

Topaz nodded.  “They’re a fucking virus.  And mental illness is supposed to’ve been 

cured.” 

“On purpose?”  I was still catching up with her unpopular theory.  

Topaz made a face like it was obvious.  I thought about this, looking at the empty shapes 

in the mural waiting to be filled in. 

 “Do you think the gremlins are responsible for the Static?  Or do they come afterward?” 

 “Hard to say.  But they show up together too often to be unrelated.” 
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 I watched her paint in silence for a few moments. 

“I wrote to the UCA a few weeks ago,” I said. “Asking them to do something about the 

gremlins.”  The United Coding Administration managed all the Worlds of the Web from their 

headquarters in Universe A.  They were supposed to take care of things like this. 

“Yeah?  How’d that work out for you?” 

“I haven’t heard back.”   

She gave me a meaningful look.   

“Why would the UCA want to destroy the City?” I asked, getting defensive.  I didn’t 

know why I was taking this conspiracy theory seriously.  “How is that useful?” 

“The City isn’t useful anymore, that’s why.  Nobody picks Universe E when there’s 

Universe F through Z to choose from, and they’re cushier. Less ‘realistic’.  Rich people don’t 

want realistic. They want H0l0-Oaks, Voltaic Vineyards: Worlds full of spas and golf courses, 

no cold, no work – certainly no Static. There’s no money in our old-school World.  But it would 

look bad to outright scrap it, wouldn’t it?  Crimes against humanity.” Topaz laughed.  

I thought for a moment, feeling nauseous. 

“But wouldn’t they at least write back?  Wouldn’t they at least – lie to me?” I said at 

length. 

“Cute that you believe in bureaucracy,” said Topaz.   

She picked up her can of red and sprayed.   

Dear Nina, 

I know you’re busy.  I just want to know – are you happy?  

I wish you’d send some photos.  The ones in the Catalog haven’t been updated in some time. 

Mom  
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Dr. Jensen’s office was cluttered and cozy, like a professor’s office was supposed to be. 

The shelves overflowed with books featuring all manner of monsters and a collection of odds 

and ends that included party-store plastic vampire fangs and a pair of what I think were called 

Furbies. Glass-eyed. Purple and blue. 

I knocked on the open door. Dr. Jensen looked up from their desk and whatever they 

were reading as I entered. 

“Nina. Come in.” 

I sat in one of the two chairs across from their desk. The twin chairs were dark green 

leather, cut of course from no animal’s back – one thing you could say for coding was it didn’t 

hurt anyone who didn’t volunteer.  Usually, when I sat in Dr. Jensen’s office, I allowed myself 

for a moment to picture myself on the opposite side of the desk, in an office of my own with 

chairs like that.  After all, what else was I going to do with a PhD in Electron City?  The future, 

though, was not looking as clear today as it usually did from those chairs.  

“I wrote to the UCA,” I said. 

“Oh yes?” 

“Asking them to do something about the gremlins, and the Static – people have died. And 

they’re ignoring my request.” 

“Perhaps it got lo – ” 

“Mail doesn’t get lost, Dr. Jensen.  It gets exported as emails.  Everybody knows that.” 

Dr. Jensen looked at me for a long moment, and then sighed. They suddenly looked very 

tired.  The knots in my stomach grew tighter as another fact fell into place.  Topaz was right. 

“You didn’t want me to research the gremlins in the first place.  The UCA is sabotaging 

Electron City and you knew.” 
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“Sabotaging?” Dr. Jensen frowned with what appeared to be genuine confusion, which 

only made me angrier.  

“They created the gremlins and to eat holes in our code.” 

“I don’t think that’s quite true. It is quite possible they haven’t received your letter. In 

fact I don’t think the UCA has received any mail from Electron City in quite some time.” 

It was amazing how nauseous you could feel without a body. “What do you mean?” 

Dr. Jensen took off their glasses and rubbed their eyes.  “I’m sorry, Nina. I didn’t want to 

ruin it for you all.” 

“Ruin what, Dr. Jensen?” I was getting angry. 

“We didn’t create the gremlins.  Or the Static.” 

“The UCA did,” I said. “I know.” I was impatient.  

“No, I don’t think so.  The code is just… corrupted.” 

I swallowed.  “Okay,” I said.  “Fine.  Then they can fix it.  Why don’t they just fix it?”  I 

saw Dr. Jensen wince and realized I was shouting. 

“They’ve severed correspondence with Electron City,” they said very quietly, as though 

speaking caused them pain. “Even with the University.  We’re on our own.” 

I stared in anger for several long minutes.  “And you’ve been perpetuating the myth,” I 

spat one of their signature phrases back at them.  Dr. Jensen nodded, or maybe hung their head. I 

swallowed again. “So, how do we fix it?” But I knew without an answer that there wasn’t one.  

Dr. Jensen was slowly shaking their head as if fighting off nausea.  I looked away.   

The glass eyes of the Furbies stared back at me with purest indifference.   

Dear Mom, 

It turns out the UCA is a farce and Electron City is disinteg 
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I crossed it out.  What was the point in worrying her?  I could at least do for her what the 

UCA couldn’t be bothered to do for me.  I could lie. 

Dear Mom, 

I changed my mind about my dissertation, I’m going to do it on something else.  The topic 

doesn’t interest me so much anymore. 

I crossed that out too and chewed on my pen.  What did daughters write to their mothers 

about? 

Dear Mom, 

How are you? All’s well here.  

I met someone I think you’d like.  She’s an artist.  I’ve only met her a couple of times, but I’m 

hoping I’ll run into her again – it’s not so large a city. 

I promise to write more often. 

Love, 

Nina 

P.S. I’ve attached a picture of her mural.  Beautiful, isn’t it? 

 A few days later I found a letter in my mail box.  My own letter, addressed to my mother.  

It had two red stamps on it.   

The first said “RETURN TO SENDER”.   

The second said, “RECIPIENT HAS RELOCATED TO UNIVERSE H”.   

I sat heavily at the kitchen table and stared at the envelope for a long time.  I’d never 

know where she got the money. 

I was still sitting there when Ben came home.  He offered to talk, but I couldn’t; I still 

hadn’t told him about the Static, and I didn’t know how.   
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I left him and the letter in the kitchen and walked to the pool for a swim.  The cold 

burned my imperfect cheeks, still an odd and novel sensation.  It was like walking through a 

memory that wasn’t mine.   

When I got to the pool, the Static had grown – there was no mistaking it now.  It took up 

nearly all the water, breaking through the lane dividers, but it hadn’t yet reached the linoleum, so 

it looked like a whole pool of Static.  A pool of nothing.   

Holding my breath wouldn’t help me if I fell in that.   

 


